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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/84/2021_2022_ExamM_Actu

_c50_84081.htm Exam M Actuarial ModelsThe examination for this

material consists of four hours of multiple-choice questions. This

material develops the candidate’s knowledge of the theoretical

basis of actuarial models and the application of those models to

insurance and other financial risks. A thorough knowledge of

calculus, probability and interest theory is assumed. Knowledge of

risk management at the level of Exam P is also assumed.The

candidate will be required to understand, in an actuarial context,

what is meant by the word "model," how and why models are used,

their advantages and their limitations. The candidate will be expected

to understand what important results can be obtained from these

models for the purpose of making business decisions, and what

approaches can be used to determine these results.A variety of tables

will be provided to the candidate in the study note package and at

the examination. These include values for the standard normal

distribution, illustrative life tables, and abridged inventories of

discrete and continuous probability distributions. These tables are

also available on the SOA Web site. Since they will be included with

the examination, candidates will not be allowed to bring copies of the

tables into the examination room. LEARNING OUTCOMESA.

Survival and severity models.Define survival-time random

variablesfor one life, both in the single- and multiple-decrement

models.for two lives, where the lives are independent or dependent



(including the common shock model). whether they be

left-truncated, right-censored, both, or neither.Define the

continuous survival-time random variable that arises from the

discrete survival-time random variable using a:uniform

distributionconstant force of mortality. orhyperbolic

assumptionDefine severity random variableswith or without a

deductible.with or without a limit.with or without coinsurance.For

any survival-time or severity random variable defined above, with

single or mixed distributions, calculateexpected values.variances.

probabilities. percentiles.Define non-homogeneous and

homogeneous discrete-time Markov Chain models and calculate the

probabilities ofbeing in a particular state. transitioning between

particular states. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接下

载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


